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A B S T R A C T

This paper describes the procedure developed to compare the dynamic behavior of a structure due to an impact
load. The comparison procedure is especially useful for controlling the impact level and repeatability during
testing, but it can also be used for fine-tuning the process of simplified models or finite element models. Both
features provide important engineering value and permit the assessment of transient impact histories, qualita-
tively and quantitatively. More than 240 soft impacts, from a human impact against glass test campaign, have
been used to develop and validate the comparison method.

Three indicators have been defined in order to control the most significant impact parameters: the impact
level (impulse), duration of the impact (stiffness), and maximum acceleration (peak system response). Based on
the knowledge of the impact phenomena, the procedure defines a Similarity Index (SIn) that entails the weighted
addition of the indicators. The SIn procedure assigns a numerical value to the difference between two time
histories over the duration of the contact, and it is used to compare a series of data from a database of soft human
impacts tests versus standard glass curves and curves obtained from a simplified 2DOF model.

1. Introduction

In recent years, many impact studies have been carried out to study
the behavior of different structures through the analysis of transient
responses from brittle materials such as glass [1] to more complex
composite structures [2]. In addition, there are numerous studies that
define simplified models for predicting the time histories of the contact
stage for both soft [3] and hard impacts [4]. In the case of structural
glass used in facades, floors, staircases or bridges [5], there are stan-
dards, as the German normative TRAV [6], that propose alternative
studies (test or mathematical models) to verify the structural feasibility
of a component.

In addition, there are many transient impact histories provided by
finite element simulations [7]. Full transient simulations in finite ele-
ment software are an alternative method for studying impact loads
[8–10]. For example, in the definition of actual boundary conditions,
engineers easily generate different transient results by modifying the
model parameters and comparing the results to the reference [11,12].

The existence of all these different sources of impacts creates the
necessity for a procedure or a type of “tool” that allows comparing
different time histories. The possibility of performing a qualitative and
quantitative evaluation of the similarity between two registers,

regardless of their origin, is helpful for design and research purposes.
Another application is the comparison between test impacts with equal
energy levels and the same structure in order to analyze the degree of
repeatability.

Focusing on the human impact on building glass, there are some
standards [13] that describe the time evolution of the impact head
acceleration for some glass. Several time histories are presented in
different studies that compare mathematical models [14] to finite ele-
ment models [15] and simplified models [16]. To fine-tune these
mathematical approaches, a quantified procedure for comparing these
histories may be useful.

For comparison purpose, there are several mathematical techniques
for error measurement that have been used for many years in the
analysis of transient signals [17]. These techniques use magnitude and a
phase error factor as parameters to evaluate the differences between
two general functions. These procedures focus more on general signal
analysis than the transient impact phenomenon. There are also ex-
amples of impact comparison in vehicle accidents [18], in which ac-
celeration and velocity are compared to test data and finite element
simulations. This study includes amplitude, phase, time shift and shape
as parameters of similarity.

The aforementioned techniques are based on mathematical
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value of the maximum transmitted force, and the duration (DP) is re-
lated to the stiffness of the elements involved in the response.

3. Analysis of impact time histories

3.1. Test campaign description

In order to develop a procedure for impact comparison, it is ne-
cessary to establish how to calculate the differences and to quantify
these differences. For this purpose, it is essential to define an impact
reference. This work has been carried out with the results obtained from
an impact test campaign for glass according to the normative UNE-
12600 [25]. The data comes from a total of 21 glass plates divided into
7 different specimens (a total of 240 impacts). The size of the glass
depends on the boundary conditions, testing glass with a size of
876×1938mm and supported on four sides (4S) and on 4 points (4P),
and with a size of 876×1200mm and supported on two sides (2S).
Regarding the thickness of the glass tested, 5 and 10mm tempered glass
plates were tested. In the case of laminated glass, it was produced with
layered glass with thicknesses of 3+3mm, 4+ 4mm and 5+5mm.
The interlayer material is comprised of polyvinyl butyral (PVB) and the
total thickness of the glass is 6.39mm (L3+3), 8.01mm (L4+ 4) and
10.03mm (L5+ 5). All specimens were tested at different energy levels
from 12 J to 590 J.

This wide range of impact energies provides an overview of the
impact behavior at different impact levels. The upper and lower limits
are beyond the values that are usually considered characteristic in the
study of soft impacts on glass in buildings. Some studies show that
impact energies in soft human impact are much lower [32,33], but in
characterizing the procedure, all the data will be used.

There is also a wide range of differences insofar as the thickness and
boundary conditions of the glass used in the study. This allows us to
study the differences between impacts with different structural beha-
vior.

For the test campaign [24], a total of seven sensors were used. Fig. 5
shows the position of every sensor, four accelerometers, two strain
gauges and a LVDT to record the height of the element impact. It should
be noted that all these sensors adhere to the exhaustive analysis and

control in laboratory tests for a very detailed study of the impact
phenomenon for research purposes. However, only accelerometer
number four (see Fig. 5), located on the impact head, would be ne-
cessary to perform a comparison analysis of similarity between impacts.

To characterize the glass plates, modal tests on operational condi-
tions were performed. Table 1 shows the frequency and modal point
stiffness for each specimen. Modal point stiffness was obtained from the
frequency response function (FRF) of the modal test. The number of
impacts carried out for each type of glass is also presented. All impacts
and modal test were carried out at room temperature. The name of the
specimens is simplified with either T for tempered or L for annealed
laminates, followed by the thickness of the layer/layers of glass and
finally the boundary conditions (supported on 4S: four sides, 2S: two
sides and at 4P: 4 points).

3.2. Analysis of the parameters

The value of the parameters have been obtained for all the impacts.
In the case of the maximum acceleration (AP) and the impulse (IP), the
analysis of the test results [24] shows the linear behavior of each
parameter versus the nominal initial velocity of the impact head for
each plate configuration. Therefore, a nominal reference impact (NRI)
can be defined to estimate the impulse and the maximum acceleration,

Fig. 4. Acceleration time history of the pendulum during impact on T08-4S.

Fig. 5. Description of the positions of sensors in the pendulum test.

Table 1
Description of the impact test campaign.

Specimens N° impacts Tested energy
levels

Modal stiffness
(kN/m)

Frequency (Hz)

T10-4S 54 9 807 35.22
T05-4S 41 15 79 20.24
T10-2S 12 4 573 31.58
T10-4P 28 7 58 8.70
L55-4S 51 14 881 36.04
L44-4S 17 8 342 30.48
L33-4S 37 13 157 25.03



as a function of the initial velocity. The values (AP and IP) obtained
with these lines are useful for performing comparisons between im-
pacts.

Analyzing all the impacts versus the nominal initial velocity (energy
level), the acceleration (AP) and the impulse (IP) shows a good linear
behavior but dispersion among the different configurations (structure
sizes and boundary conditions) appears.

Fig. 6 shows the values of the acceleration and impulse parameters
(AP and IP) as a function of the initial velocity obtained from the test.
Regression lines for the total population data are also presented, and
they are used to define nominal impacts (NRI).

In order to cover all cases, two configurations for nominal reference
impact (NRI) are considered depending on the assessment purpose
-general comparison (NRI-G) and repeatability comparison (NRI-R).

For general comparison, the data used to define the reference im-
pact (NRI-G) includes all impacts, taking into account glass with dif-
ferent thicknesses, boundary conditions and dimensions.

For a repeatability comparison, the data include the tests carried out
on glass T10-4S, because this glass is the standard reference [25]. By
limiting the data to those obtained from the same type of glass tested
with identical boundary conditions, the reference impact (NRI-R) cor-
responds with only one structure.

It may be observed that the impulse (IP) has a high linear correla-
tion coefficient with the initial velocity (≈0.99) demonstrating the
importance of this parameter in the description of the impact level.
Therefore, impulse shows great agreement in all the cases regardless of
the boundary conditions or the dimensions of the tested glass (dynamic
behavior between 8 and 40 Hz). The parameters are defined within a
range from 0 to 4.85m/s (≈590 J) due to the broad range of the test
campaign.

In the case of the maximum acceleration (AP), the regression coef-
ficient is near 0.95 and the linear approach can be used for the NRI
definition. Table 2 presents all the expressions needed to define the
parameters (IP-AP) of the nominal reference impacts for the two com-
parison types (global-NRI-G and repeatability NRI-R). In addition, the
correlation coefficient R2 for each parameter is shown.

The duration value obtained for each impact is more dependent on

the stiffness of the plate. For this reason, the mean value of the duration
for each tested configuration is considered to complete the definition of
the NRI. Table 3 shows the frequency of the first mode of coupled be-
havior of all tested glass obtained with the values of Table 1 and the
2DOF model. The duration corresponds with a half period.

4. Comparison model: Similarity index

4.1. General description

The proposed comparison model evaluates the approximation of the
study impact (ImS) to the reference one (ImR), based on the relative
differences of the characteristic parameters. Fig. 7 shows the impact
force time history obtained multiplying the acceleration of the impact
head by its mass. Considering T10-4S-E220 as the reference impact and
T05-4S-E220 as the studied impact, one indicator (IPI, IPA and IPD) is

Fig. 6. Maximum acceleration (AP) and impulse (IP) recorded for all the recorded impacts during the test campaign.

Table 2
Nominal parameter definition: Regression analysis of impact test campaign.
Values for AP and IP.

Reference parameter NRI-G NRI-R

=AP v(m/s ) pen2 (m/s) 54.925 62.970
=IP v(kgm/s) pen (m/s) 76.563 79.375

AP Correlation R2 0.946 0.989
IP Correlation R2 0.989 0.990

Table 3
Nominal parameter definition: duration (DP) obtained with a 2DOF model.

Glass 2DOF Mode 1 (Hz) Duration (s)

T10-4S 10.57 0.047
T10-4P 4.23 0.118
T10-2S 10.19 0.049
T05-4S 8.45 0.059
L55-4S 8.91 0.056
L44-4S 8.17 0.061
L33-4S 7.90 0.063

Fig. 7. Parameter differences between the Impact study (ImS) and reference
Impact (ImR).









SIn value of 0.68 is reached only for the 2DOF model and test com-
parisons. This value increases to 0.94 for the general comparison
model, so only the general comparison model is considered in the fol-
lowing paragraphs.

By comparing a 2DOF model with test results, great agreement is
obtained for the T10C-4S-E100 test with a SIn value of 0.94 and three
indicators higher than 0.9. In the case of the T05A-4S-E220 test, a lower
SIn is obtained (0.79) due to the difficulty of representing the non-
linear behavior of the plate.

When two plates with similar stiffness are tested with same impact
level, (T10-4S and L55-4S), a high SIn is obtained (0.93), but impulse
and duration indicators are lower than that obtained for impacts on the
same glass. If the stiffness of the glass is clearly different (T10-4S and
T05-4S), the SIn is lower (0.51 at 100 J and 0.59 at 220 J). The energy
of both impacts is similar, that is they have a high impulse indicator
(0.92–0.93). However, the duration indicator shows that the structures
are clearly different (0–0.09).

Finally, if two impacts with different impact levels for the same
glass are compared (T05-4S at 100 J and 220 J), the SIn indicator is low
and has low impulse and force indicators (0–0), but with a higher
duration indicator (0.90).

The previous results demonstrate that the energy level of two im-
pacts can be compared to the impulse indicator. Likewise, the duration
indicator is the best parameter for analyzing the similarity between the
impacted structures.

6. Conclusions

This paper proposes a method for comparing transient impact his-
tories by considering a comprehensive analysis of all the relevant
parameters involved. Based on the knowledge acquired in the study of
soft impacts on glass, a procedure has been developed to evaluate the
level of similarity between impacts. The proposed procedure is ap-
plicable to transient time histories obtained from any type of source:
tests, simplified models, standards or even finite element models.

The comparison method provides a similarity index value (SIn) for
the global evaluation of the transient registers and three normalized
indicators for detecting the source of the differences between impacts.
This feature converts the proposed comparative process into a com-
prehensive tool, which goes beyond a mathematical comparison of
functions. It allows evaluating the physical behavior of the impact from
its most important parameters: maximum force, impulse and duration.
All of them can be easily calculated from a time history of the accel-
eration of the impact head obtained from models or with an accel-
erometer located on the impacting element.

Using data from a test campaign of soft human impact against glass,
two different comparison configurations have been set up: one to assess
the repeatability of similar impacts and another one to evaluate generic
impacts. Both configurations have been verified with different ex-
amples, thereby combining data from simplified 2DOF models, tests
and normatives.

Examples show that the similarity index and the indicators give
accurate information on the similarity between impacts, indicating the
parameter that produces the differences between results.

The impact range provided by the German standard shows a SIn of
0.10 for repeatability purposes, while the analysis of the repeatability of
test results compared in this paper show SIn values higher than 0.95.
Therefore, it seems that the standard defines permissable impacts with
a general comparison index between 0.85 and 0.93. According to this
range, the predictions of a 2DOF model compared to the tested glass
plates (T10 and T05), may be acceptable as a valid approach to the
impact with SIn of 0.79 and 0.94.

The proposed comparison tool can be used to perform parametric
studies that are simplified in order to select a better approach: only four
numbers with physical meaning are necessary instead of a time history.

The set-up of the comparison tool has been carried out in this paper
with data from soft impacts on glass. Standard deviation and coefficient
values provided can be used for any type of impact with similar char-
acteristics. If the comparison purpose or the type of impact is different,
all the required steps to update the weighted coefficients and standard
desviation are provided.

The study of new weighted coefficients and standard deviation of
the indicators could be used for other applications, such a “in situ”
testing, thereby helping to achieve even greater accuracy by expanding
the current database with more impacts.
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